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''Of All occupATioNs fRoM wlticlt GAiN is SECUREd, 
TltERE is NONE hETTER TltAN AGRicul TURE • • • 
NOTltiNG MORE pRoducTiVE, NOTltiNG SWEETER, 
NOTltiNG MORE WORTlty of A fREE MAN.'' 
CicERO, 106-4J B.C. 
Whether your occupational goal is farming or farm related . .. the "soul" of those words by the Greek 
statesman still rings true today. 
Today's farmer produces more than ever before. To the nation, he's not only the provider of food, but 
increasingly the clout in our foreign policy and the "plus" in our balance of trade. 
Though his "occupational" numbers have fallen, our dependence upon him has not . .. and it's his 
efficiency and experience that has enabled an ever-growing majority of our population to pursue non-
agricultural professions. 
We at Pioneer want to thank the American farmer for a job well done ... and challenge today's stu-
dents to carry on the innovative spirit of their predecessors. As our national destiny continues to be 
one of feeding the world, we second the words spoken by Cicero centuries ago and hope they remain 
true in the years to come. 
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Gene Bratton Dedication 
This issue of the Iowa Agriculturist is dedicated to Gene 
Bratton. He served the magazine for many years as faculty 
advisor and his input was always appreciated. His presence 
will be missed, but it is hoped that the magazine will con-
tinue in the standard of excellence which he worked to set 
and maintain. Without the support of faculty such as Dr. Brat-
ton, it would not be possible to produce student publications 
like the Iowa Agriculturist. 
PHOTOGRAPHERS: 
PUBLICATIONS COORDINATOR: 
FACULTY ADVISOR: 
Robin Shepard 
Laurie Ray 
Chris Jorgensen 
Betsy Johnson 
Marcia McCrea 
Doug Whittle 
Veryl Fritz 
This publication is supported in part by the Government of the Student Body. The content represents the individual expressions of the author or editors and does not necessarily reflect the 
views or attitudes of the student body or the University Administration. Publication Board: Lee Thompson, Betsy Johnson, Jeanene Powers, and Veryl Fritz, faculty advisor. The magazine is 
published each semester by students at Iowa State University. Entered as third class rate at 126 Press Building, Ames, Iowa 50011. Subscriptions: 1 year, $5.00. 
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Udderances 
The 1982 Census of Agriculture 
FINAL preparations for the 1982 Cen· sus of Agriculture are on schedule 
at the Commerce Department's 
Census Bureau. The census will begin 
in January to canvass farm and ranch 
activities in some 3, 100 counties for 
calendar year 1982. 
Every household which conducts 
agricultural operations will receive its 
form in the mail. They will be asked to 
return forms by February 15 in order to 
provide basic information about the 
number of farms, commodity produc-
tion, land use, and income levels in 
agriculture. Because of the declining 
farm income situation, along with high 
interest rates, the data from the 
agriculture census will be important to 
the nation's policymakers, farm supply 
and marketing firms, as well as farmers 
themselves. 
In this census, twenty-second in a 
series that started in 1840, most farm 
and ranch operators will receive a four· 
page form in the mail. Only one-fifth of 
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the operators will receive a five-page 
version. The forms were redesigned to 
reduce the burden on respondents 
through greater ease in reporting. The 
Census Bureau will use forms for the 
first time in a mail census that will seek 
information on a regional basis. This 
will permit farmers to provide data 
about crops grown in their particular 
area without being asked about crops 
· not found in their area. 
The Census of Agriculture is being 
conducted for the first time in phase 
with the five-year cycle of censuses of 
retail and wholesale business, industry, 
and manufacturing. Users of the 
agriculture census data are expected to 
be better able to relate that information 
to other economic fields, aiding agri· 
business, the nation's leading industry. 
Completed census forms should be 
mailed back as soon as possible in 
January in the confidential, postage· 
paid envelopes provided. Estimated 
figures are acceptable and should be 
reported in the absence of firm records. 
The Census Bureau is asking reci-
pients of census report forms not to 
discard them. Follow-up mailings which 
cost additional public funds in postage 
will be required until all forms are 
received. If persons not engaged in 
agricultural activities in 1982 receive 
report forms, they should return the 
form with that fact noted, so that addi· 
tional mailings can be avoided. 
Response to the census is required 
by law (title 13, United State Code). By 
the same law, information furnished on 
report forms is kept confidential and 
even other government agencies cannot 
obtain or use the report made by any 
farmer or rancher. They are also pro-
tected from provisions of the Freedom 
of Information Act. The law also pro-
vides that copies retained by the 
operator are immune from legal pro· 
cess. • 
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Corn Sweeteners 
T HAT sweet taste from your favorite soft drink may be from a source much closer to home than the sugar cane 
fields of Hawaii. It could have come from the corn 
fields around Ames, Iowa. 
Since 1976, the soft drink industry and other processed 
food industries began a trend by switching from traditional 
sucrose (made from sugar cane and sugar beets), to fructose 
(made from corn). 
The U.S. Department of Agriculture reports that since 
1960, corn sweeteners have grown from 10 percent of the 
sweeteners market to about 40 percent of the market in 1981. 
The USDA predicts this will increase to 50 percent of the 
market in 1985. This increasing demand for corn has provided 
farmers with a new market that is cutting down the current 
surplus, says Robert Wisner, an Iowa State professor of 
agriculture economics. 
This increased demand for the product has lead to an in-
crease in the construction of corn refineries. A new plant in 
Illinois will use 435,000 bushels of corn annually. This plant 
is the first of its kind in the United States. It produces a 
crystalline fructose that will replace crystalline sucrose 
(table sugar). 
Iowa currently leads the nation in the number of produc-
tion plants with 5 of the 22 operational plants. Illinois and In-
diana are tied for second with four plants each. • 
Markets via Phone 
UP-TO-DATE market information on agricultural com-modities is only a phone call away. The U.S. Department 
of Agriculture has set up a national 24-hour telephone 
service to provide 55 seconds of information on the price, 
supply, demand and movement of various commodities, 
such as fruits, vegetables, cattle, eggs, dairy products and 
tobacco. 
For market information, which will be changed daily and 
updated during normal business hours, call (900) 976-2303. 
This is not a toll -free call.--The Land O'Lakes Mirror • 
Midwest Ripe for 
Abandonment 
AMERICANS always have loved to move around, but we seem to be getting a little choosier about where we 
move. According to Allied Van Lines, which con-
ducted a computerized study of migration patterns within the 
nation, there are 14 " magnet" states, so designated because 
more than 55 percent of the relocation activity goes into, 
rather than out of the state. 
Leading the list for the eighth year is Hawaii, followed by 
Alaska, Texas and Arizona. The other popular states are 
Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, 
Nevada, North Carolina, Oregon and Washington. 
Those in the Midwest, at least the ones who stick it out, 
may be feeling rather lonely in years to come. Michigan, Iowa 
and North Dakota showed the largest net declines in popula-
tion,· with Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, Wisconsin, Nebraska 
and Ohio ranking right behind on the list of states ripe for 
abandonment. New York and New Jersey also showed more 
exits than entries for the year.--The Land O'Lakes Mirror • 
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Birth of the 
Ice Cream Sundae 
VERY now and then there's a food legend that really 
stands out, says Craig Claiborne (The New York Times). 
As an example, Claiborne cites the ice cream sundae. A 
news account of some years back states that the sundae 
originated in New York. 
It seems that years ago, there was a small pharmacy that 
boasted a soda fountain. It was not well patronized during 
the weekdays, since it was located directly across the street 
from a popular bar. 
The bar was closed on Sundays, so the drinking class went 
to the drugstore to cool their throats with ice cream sodas. 
One customer complained to the management that he could 
not stomach his weekly ice cream soda because the fizzing 
in the carbonated water contributed to the pounding in his 
already bursting head. He ordered his ice cream with syrup 
only. 
In no time at all, according to the legend, the " dry" version 
of the ice cream soda caught on and was called " The Sunday 
Special." 
The story has it that the spelling was later changed to sun-
dae because it was held to be irreverent to name a 
dish-especially of such dubious origins-after the 
Sabbath.--The Land O'Lakes Mirror • 
Smile 
and Say Cheese 
SWISS cheese may help prevent cavities, according to findings by two University of Minnesota researchers. So 
may aged Cheddar and Monterey Jack, said 
microbiologist Charles Schactele who heads a study of 
cheese with Dr. Mark Jensen. 
Their research indicates that the three cheeses contain a 
mystery substance which interferes with the way sugar can 
form decay-causing acids on teeth. 
The next step is to pinpoint which protein, fat or mineral is 
the anti-cavity component. That research phase will be 
covered in part by a grant from the National Dairy 
Council. • 
Milk Update 
I T'S not quite ready to market yet--but you may soon be able to buy unrefrigerated packaged milk products that have 
been "aseptically" processed--and store them for at least 
three months without refrigeration, says a USDA report. 
"When consumers want to use the milk, they can cool it and 
have a palatable product that tastes like fresh milk," says Ed-
ward T. Couglin with the USDA. "Aseptic" milk has been 
available for many years in some European countries where 
home refrigeration is not standard. It's made by processing 
milk at ultra-high temperatures for a very short time and then 
packaging it in special protective containers. One setback: 
the process and special packaging makes the product more 
expensive. • 
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by Deb Dolan 
Small Farms 
vs 
Large Farms 
• • • the debate continues 
6 
T HE 1980s tide is turning toward small farms. Many experts would 
not deny this although the degree 
of change and the economic impact of a 
shift away from large-scale commercial 
farming to small-scale horticultural 
enterprises is still debatable. 
In the 1950s and 1960s the decline in 
the number of small farms in this coun-
try began what some felt was its extinc-
tion. But gradual increases in the early 
1970s proved this to be wrong, and the 
rise in the number of small farms now is 
as drastic as its earlier decline. 
On the basis of surveys he conducted 
in 1979 and 1981, an economist at the 
United States Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) Research Center, 
Howard Kerr, predicted that the number 
of small farms in the Northeast will rise 
18 to 20 percent by 1990. 
The U.S. Census data of 1978 shows 
an 11.4 percent increase in the number 
of small farms in the North Central 
region, which includes Iowa. The Nor-
theastern and Western regions of the 
United States have had the largest in-
crease; and the average for the nation is 
a 22 percent rise from 1974 . 
The difficulties in defining a "small 
farm" are causing problems in collec-
ting accurate information and in using 
that information. 
In a Minneapolis Star and Tribune arti-
cle in the fall of 1981, Kerr defined· a 
small farm as one operated by one fami-
ly whose income is less than average for 
that area. At least one member of the 
family works off the farm and, in many 
cases, that job is considered their 
primary occupation and main source of 
income. 
Iowa Agriculturist 
This new image of part-time agrarians 
conflicts with the old definition of total-
ly self-sufficient farmers whose income 
came primarily from their produce. The 
change in definition simply reflects a 
change in farming motivation. Why are 
people buying up small acreages of land 
to open truck gardens in their spare 
time? 
"These are people who've found a 
lifestyle combining small-scale 
agriculture with off-farm employment," 
a rural sociologist at the University of Il-
linois, J. C. van Es, told a reporter from 
The Furrow magazine. "The main reason 
they live on a farm is because they think 
it's a great place to be." 
Studies by van Es and others have at-
tempted to examine who these new 
small farmers are and what motivated 
them to start a "hobby farm." What 
they've found hasn't given all the 
answers, but it has dispelled some old 
theories. 
They found these farms are not 
necessarily associated with urbaniza-
tion, are not only in scenic areas, and 
are not only in places where cheap land 
is available. 
Dr. Wesley F. Buchele, a professor of 
Agricultural Engineering at Iowa State 
University, has a theory as to why more 
people are leaving the cities for country 
living. 
"As the economy in the cities 
deteriorates, life in the country 
becomes more desirable," he says. 
The urban economy is endangered, 
he says, partially because the earlier in-
crease in large-scale farming caused 
many farmers to give up their land and 
move to the cities. This removes the 
source of labor from the countryside 
where it is needed, to the cities where it 
is not. 
In the U.S. Census studies, Iowa 
showed the lowest incidence of small 
farms and had only 3 percent of the na-
tion's small farms. The North Central 
region has more tenant farming than 
any other region. It was surprising to the 
experts that the first shift toward small 
farm development occurred in the Iowa 
region, an area of sophisticated, high-
technology agriculture. 
What is the effect of this movement 
toward small farms in Iowa and what in-
fluence will it have on large farms, food 
prices, energy conservation and the en-
vironment? 
Sylvan Wittwer, director of Michigan 
State's U.S. Agricultural Experiment 
Station, wrote in a recent newsletter 
that small-scale horticultural enter-
prises may help to solve problems such 
as soil depletion and erosion, high 
energy costs of farming and en-
vironmental hazards due to run-off. 
These small farms can provide work 
opportunities for those who might 
otherwise not have them, and a more 
receptive climate for progressive ad-
vances in research and technology, he 
says. 
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At a symposium on small farm resear-
ch, William Norris, Control Data Cor-
poration, said small farms, with the right 
amount of federal financial backing, can 
reduce the cost of food. 
However, David Brewster, USDA, 
does not think the rise in small farms is 
economically significant. In The Furrow 
article, the small operation is "vastly 
more important as a residence than as a 
component of agriculture." 
The number of small 
farms is rising ... but 
what is a small 
farm? 
Although 66 percent of the nation's 
farms in 1978 had sales under $20,000, 
only the top six percent account for the 
majority of all U.S. gross sales. Approx-
imately one-fourth of the farms in Iowa 
are classified as small, Buchele says. 
He says large-scale farming opera-
tions, which have a lower value per 
pound for their produce, need a large 
volume of land to be economically sup-
portive. Fresh produce farmers, on the 
other hand, get up to 40 cents per pound 
and have a higher yield, requiring less 
acres in use to make a profit. 
"Large-scale farmers use the land 
hard," Buchele says. "Rather than take 
care of the land, they want to maximize 
their income." 
The idea that small-scale farming will 
be less damaging to the environment 
and also produce food that is high in 
nutrition, may be one reason there is a 
growing demand for road-side farmers 
markets and truck garden operations. 
To supply that demand in Iowa, peo-
ple are moving out of such cities as 
Davenport and Des Moines to establish 
small, part-time farms, H. E. Thompson 
of the Iowa State Agronomy Extension 
Office says. 
One of the problems confronted by 
small farm operators is the lack of 
federal farm programs encouraging 
small farm growth and the lack of 
suitable equipment. At the small farm 
symposium, Norris urged a redirection 
of federal and state research funding 
toward small-scale technological 
development. Now, less than one-half 
of one percent of the total budget of 
state agriculture experiment stations is 
devoted to small farm research, he said. 
Small-scale farmers cannot always 
farm the way they want to because of 
the inappropriateness in design and 
scale of essential equipment, Samuel 
W. Smith, a small organic farmer in 
Massachusetts, said. 
"Once a set of compatible equipment 
is developed for small farms, farms all 
over the world will be able to practice a 
resource conserving, economical and 
self-sufficient agriculture," he wrote in 
a paper describing the need for 
technological research on small farms. 
Buchele says he can envision a time 
in the future when, as the cities con-
tinue to deteriorate and the large farms 
break up due to economic difficulty of 
family inheritance, the food producers 
throughout the country will be small-
scale farmers. 
Whether they are motivated by the 
"country lifestyle," the market for fresh 
produce in the nearby cities, the idea of 
having a "hobby farm," or the desire to 
live in tune with the environment, all the 
new small farmers have one thing in 
common. They are all part of a new 
trend in agrarian living. • 
"Large-scale farmers use the land hard," said Wesley 
Buchele, Iowa State agricultural engineering professor. 
"Rather than take care of the land, they want to maximize 
their income." 
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Name That Breed! 
As consumer needs change, 
rare breeds are 
• • coming on strong in 
livestock production 
by Chris Jorgensen 
T OMORROW'S livestock breeder may be raising animals with names 
like the Red Waddle hog, Old 
Gloucester cattle, and Finsheep, in-
stead of the usual Hampshire hog or 
Angus cattle. What makes these breeds 
different from current breeds is that 
they were, or are, nearly extinct. 
The problem of disappearing breeds 
is an old one, but the absence of these 
breeds has received little attention from 
livestock breeders until recently. Now 
livestock breeders are awakening to the 
potential of these rare breeds. 
"The commercial breed of today may 
be the rare breed of tomorrow; occa-
sionally the reverse is also true," are the 
words used to preface the recommenda-
tions of a report by the Food and 
Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the 
United Nations. The report, published in 
1975, is entitled, "A Pilot Study On Con-
servation of Animal Genetic 
Resources." Because the type of 
animals demanded by the market 
changes, breeds fall out of popularity 
and, as the quote states, this breed may 
be demanded by the market again. 
The Red Waddle hog is an example of 
a breed abandoned when the market 
changed. This breed was lean with 
flavorful meat, so it was well-suited for 
the market of the late 1800s. As the 
market changed to fat-type hogs, this 
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breed fell out of favor. Now the market 
has switched back to meat-type hogs, 
like the Red Waddle. According to 
researchers at Texas A&M however, the 
Red Waddle was extinct. A farmer, H. C. 
Wengler, refused to believe the resear-
chers and went looking for the hog. He 
searched throughout the South and 
finally found three Red Waddle hogs in 
Texas. Wengler found that the Red Wad-
dle shows up modern improved breeds 
by producing more pigs per litter and 
dressing out an average of 10 percent 
better at the meat locker. 
By using breeds that, like the Red 
Waddle, already exhibit characteristics 
demanded by the market, breeders 
should be able to cut the number of 
generations needed to make the im-
provement using the more popular 
breeds. This was one of the conclusions 
of the FAO report. It also concludes that 
breeds which can't meet the current 
market demand should be kept against 
the time when the market may favor 
them. 
It's not only a changing market that 
affects a breed's popularity, but also the 
changing methods of livestock rearing. 
With more beef producers looking at 
pasture rearing as an alternative to cat-
tle lots, they will need breeds that can 
efficiently use pasture forages and have 
a good mothering ability. One breed 
found to fill this bill is a legend out of 
the Old West. 
The Texas Longhorn has been found 
to be a very efficient range animal and 
an excellent mother, says William 
Zmolek, animal science Extension ex-
pert at Iowa State. 
Texas Longhorns roamed the 
American West in the millions during 
the heyday of the Old West, yet by 1920, 
the Longhorn was nearly extinct. In 
1927, the United State Congress funded 
an effort to save the Longhorn as part of 
our American heritage. Since that time 
the Longhorn has increased in numbers 
and proven itself commercially. 
Livestock breeders are also discover-
ing the potential of hogs that are 
adapted to pasture instead of confined 
lots. As the cost of confinement opera-
tions rises, pasture operations are look-
ing more and more attractive. 
One of the best breeds found to fit the 
needs of a pasture hog system is the 
Tamworth. The Tamworth is an old 
English breed with only 1, 120 registered 
in 1977, as reported by the National 
Society of Livestock Record Associa-
tions. This breed is an excellent grazer 
and forager. It is above average in litter 
size and mothering ability, but is a little 
below average in overall carcass merit. 
Another rare hog breed of exceptional 
merit is the Mei Shen from China. Daniel 
Gianal, animal scientist at the University 
of Illinois, says this breed and a few 
other Chinese breeds have the potential 
to do to hog production what the "green 
revolution" did to crop production. 
The Mei Shan produces an extremely 
large litter. It has 15 to 18 piglets of 
which 14 to 15 reach weaning. The pigs 
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will reach puberty in 2.5 to 3 months. 
Compare this with a Yorkshire which 
averages 10.2 piglets a litter and 9 at 
weaning . It takes Yorkshire piglets 6 to 8 
months to reach puberty. 
Another rare breed that is very fertile 
is the Finnsheep, producing an average 
of three lambs a litter with 6 to 7 lambs 
common. This breed decreased from 1 
million animals in 1950 to ·170,000 in 
1967. Finnsheep produce a poor to 
medium wool fleece and have a tenden-
cy to become unsound in the feet, but 
animal scientists at Iowa State agree 
that it will prove its worth in 
crossbreeding lamb programs. 
The Old Gloucester cow may also pro-
ve its merit in crossbreeding programs, 
says Joe Huns, vice-president of Rare 
Breeds Survival Trust in Britain. He sees 
a future for the dams nursing crossed 
beef calves. 
The Old Gloucester is a triple purpose 
breed that provides milk, meat and draft 
power. Its milk is uniquely high in pro-
tein with fat globules so small they 
don 't leave a cream line. It's from this 
milk the famous "double Gloucester" 
cheese is made. But the Old Gloucester 
faces a major problem in seeing its 
resurgence as a viable commercial 
breed; there are only 40 head left. It's 
Britain's rarest breed of cattle. 
The seriousness of vanishing 
livestock breeds is noted in the survey 
done for the FAO report. The survey 
found that of the 147 native European 
and Mediterranean cattle breeds, only 
33 are considered safe from extinction. 
If these breeds are to contribute to 
the future of the livestock industry, how 
are they to be preserved? 
An individual producer will find it dif-
ficult to justify keeping an "inefficient 
and unproductive animal," says Dr. 
Richard Willham, an Iowa State pro-
fessor of animal science. He also points 
out that because we don 't know what 
the breeders' goal will be in the future, 
"we may be saving junk." 
If an individual producer can't afford 
to keep endangered breeds around, 
perhaps a group of producers and other 
concerned individuals should be form-
ed. One of the most outstanding groups 
in this field is Britain's Rare Breed Sur-
vival Trust founded in 1973 by the Royal 
Agriculture Society of England and The 
Zoological Society of London. This 
group has served the model for other 
organizations in different countries. 
The main thrust of this group is to 
identify disappearing breeds and main-
tain breeding herds for these breeds. 
These disappearing and endangered 
breeds may well be the competitive 
genetic edge that producers need in to-
day's tough market. • 
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The Finnsheep is just one of several "rare breeds" of 
livestock which could be making a comeback into the In-
dustry. Fertility is a plus for the Flnnsheep, which produces 
an average of three lambs a litter. 
~ 
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By Boosting Your Soybean Yields 
Here's The Secret 
To Successful Soybean Farming. 
Costs. They eat into your profits like a hun-
gry wolf. And it's true there are ways you can 
Iower your in2ut costs. Like cutting fertilizer 
rates. Or by planting inexpensive, 1ow qual-
ity seed. Or worse yet, by going to your oin. 
But the plain truth is this: cutting your input 
costs is Iike slashing your own throat. Sure, 
you'll save money in the short run. But in the 
long run,. your yields will be way down -
and so will your profits. 
Higher Yields Mean Higher Profits. 
Successful farmers know the best way to 
boost lour profits is to cut your cost per 
bushe , not to scrimp on inputs. That means 
using the highest quality mputs to get the 
highest yieldS. Because higher yields lower 
your per-bushel costs. Andlower costs mean 
higher profits for you. 
How To Boost Your Yields. 
One of the best ways to boost your yields is 
to plant high-yielding, high-quality seed. 
Like genetically superior Merschman soy-
bean seed. 
(319) 837-6111 
In Iowa, call toll-free: 1-800-382-8974 
Surrounding states: 1-800-553-8925 
Sure, it may cost a little more than bin run or 
packaged Rublic grain. But those extra yields 
you'll get from Merschman seed will lower 
your per-bushel costs. And that means 
higher profits for you. 
Why You Get 
Higher Yields With Merschman. 
You can count on high-quality, high-
yielding Merschman soyoeans because 
they're grown from genetically pure Found-
ation Parent Seed Stock. 
And for better germination, greater seedling 
vigor, and superior stands, each Merschman 
production field is treated with Benlate or 
M~rtect 340-F fungicide. Not just once, but 
twice. 
Then, for highest yields, each Merschman 
soybean seed is individually treated with 
Vitavax-200 systemic fungicide. Iowa State 
University tests prove you get 3.15 more 
bushels per acre at harvest than with un-
treated seed of the same variety. 
Send For Your 
Free Information Today! P------------------1 0 YES! Please send me your FREE checklist "How To 
I Cut Your Cost Per Bushel." Also send me the informa-tion I've checked below: I 0 1982 Merschman Soybean brochure 
0 1982 Merschman Wheat brochure I O Send me the name of my nearest Merschman dealer 
I I Name ____________ _ 
I Address ------------
1 City _____ County ______ _ 
I State _____ Zip ______ _ 
I Phone -+---1-----------I 
I MERSCHMAN SEED & FERTILIZER, INC. BOX 67, WEST POINT, IOWA 52656 
Genetic 
Engineering 
• • • a profound impact on agriculture 
by Chris Jorgensen 
NEW and cheaper vaccines, perennial corn, safer growth hormones, and feeding stimulants and microbes that 
can fix nitrogen to corn and even provide livestock feed 
by itself are a few of the benefits that the booming business 
of genetic engineering has to offer agriculture. 
There will be a profound impact on agriculture from 
genetic engineering, says Alan Atherly, Iowa State University 
chairman of genetics, but not in the near future. In a year we 
will see genetically engineered vaccines that will be cheaper 
and more pure than conventional vaccines, he says. In five 
years we will see cloned gene products such as interferon, 
growth hormones and feeding stimulants. In 5 to 10 years we 
will see genetically engineered bacteria that can more effi-
ciently fix nitrogen in the soil or digest animal wastes. Ather-
ly says it will probably be 10 years before we see anything 
dramatic happen with plants and genetic engineering. 
Atherly is working under contract for Land O'Lakes to 
develop a more efficient nitrogen bacteria for soybeans. 
Atherly says he can increase in five years the nitrogen fixing 
ability of the bacteria by about 20 percent. Researchers at the 
University of California have engineered genes for salt and 
drought tolerance into the bacteria. 
Besides Land O'Lakes and other large companies like 
Monsanto, DuPont, Pfizer and UpJohn, 50 or more 
biotechnology firms are competing for their place in this new 
and expanding market. Among them are names like 
Genetech, Biogen and Cetus whose names are linked to 
genetic engineering as IBM and Apple are linked to com-
puters. 
With these companies are the universities and the govern-
ment agencies who also are doing research into the applic-
tions of genetic engineering. 
The United States Department of Agriculture's Plum Island 
Disease Lab has found a coprotein in the hoof and mouth 
disease virus that helps build immunity. Now Genetech has 
spliced it into a harmless bacteria (E. coli). These bacteria 
will multiply to produce huge quantities of the protein. This 
protein can now be used in a very safe vaccine, because it 
uses only the viral protein instead of the whole virus as most 
conventional vaccines do. 
Cetus has already used a similar process to engineer a vac-
cine for colibacelleris. Cetus expects to get approval to 
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market this vaccine within a year. Dellen Laboratories is 
developing a vaccine for infectious bovine rhinotraeheitis 
(IBR), says their president, Howard Nicoll. 
Research on IBR vaccines is also being done at Iowa State 
University by David Reed, professor of veterinary 
microbiology, and John Mayfield, associate professor of 
zoology. 
Other reseachers around the country also are trying to 
engineer vaccines for pseudorabies, brucellosis, 
transmissible gastroententis (TGE) in hogs, bluetongue and 
rabies. 
The impact of genetic engi-
neering on agriculture will be 
anything but small. 
Genetech and Monsanto are testing engineered growth 
hormones that will help cattle gain faster and increase milk 
production. Another Californian company is trying to find a 
way to sort bovine sperm by the x and they chromosome in 
order to tell the sex of the calf. 
A researcher at Montana State University is working with 
the bacteria Agrobacterium rhizogene in order to increase 
the secondary root system of legumes. This, he hopes, will 
give legumes better drought tolerance and more places at 
which to fix nitrogen. 
The first effect genetic engineering will have on the crops 
themselves will be to produce disease resistance through 
splicing. For example, corn can receive genes from its close 
relatives, Zea diploperenmis and Tripsacum, for resistance to 
maize chloratic dwarf virus, common and southern rust, and 
northern and so·athern corn leaf blight. It should also be 
possible to splice in insect resistance. 
The extent of the impact of genetic engineering on 
agriculture is uncertain now, but it will be anything but small 
and localized. Its effects have already begun to be felt. • 
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Farmers Continue to Dig a Little Deeper in the Well ... 
As the Irrigation Age 
Trickles to an End 
by Betsy Johnson 
MILLIONS of water droplets fly off the arm of a center-pivot irrigator, 
as it swings its way across a 
circle of corn in the Missouri River 
Valley. 
This scene is typical of many 
agriculture operations today. Millions of 
gallons of water are pumped daily to 
produce crops in areas of the country 
which would not be fertile without ir-
rigation. In the short run, this type of 
system is economical for individual 
farmers; however, in the long run, shor-
tages of water and high energy costs 
could bring an end to the Irrigation Age. 
THE PROBLEMS 
There are two basic problems with the 
irrigation situation today: ground-water 
levels are dropping, and energy costs 
are rising. 
First, consider the ground-water pro-
blem. 
The underground geologic forma-
tions which contain ground-water for 
wells, springs, and pumps are called 
aquifers. The largest aquifer in the 
United States is the Ogallala, which ex-
tends from the Nebraska-South Dakota 
border to the southern edge of the 
Texas High Plains. 
Irrigation in the Ogallala region has 
seen extensive development in the last 
four decades, and has been the subject 
of study by researchers because of its 
dropping water tables. Researchers at 
Iowa State University's Center for 
Agriculture and Rural Development con-
cluded in their 1981 CARD Report 98 
that the massive increase in water 
pumped from the Ogallala has caused 
lowered water tables. 
In contrast to the increasing amount 
of water pumped out of the Ogallala, is 
the small amount of water recharged to 
the aquifer. Water there has ac-
cumulated gradually over the last 3 
million years, and the recharge from 
rainfall is less then an inch per year. 
Because the amount of ground-water 
withdrawn greatly exceeds the 
recharge, the water table has been fall-
ing throughout the area. Annual rates of 
decline of nearly four feet per year have 
been recorded in parts of the Southern 
High Plains of Texas. Withdrawals in 
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these parts have been estimated to be 
more than 10 times the recharge. 
Declining water tables in the aquifer 
were also reviewed by Gordon Sloggett 
of the United States Department of 
Agriculture in his 1981 report entitled 
"Prospects for Ground-Water Irriga-
tion." Sloggett concluded that at least 
65 percent of the gound-water irrigated 
area in Arizona, Kansas, New Mexico, 
Oklahoma, and Texas is suffering 
declining water levels. Furthermore, by 
the year 2020 the Texas High Plains 
could lose 57 percent of its ground-
water supply. 
However, experts predict that a shor-
tage of cheap water, rather than a water 
shortage, will end massive irrigation of 
the Plains. "Higher energy prices, rather 
than dwindling water supplies, will like-
ly trigger the decline," Sloggett says. 
Sloggett emphasizes his point by stu-
dying the energy requirements for pum-
ping ground-water. He found the energy 
required to pump a given quantity of 
water 500 feet is 10 times as great as for 
50 feet. This means an average annual 
ground-water decline of five feet for 10 
years would double energy use for the 
irrigator pumping water from 50 feet. 
Thus, the declining water tables will in-
crease pumping energy requirements. 
Will this in turn mean less water will be 
pumped out of the aquifer? 
"As energy costs go higher, the 
water tables won't fall as fast," says 
Stewart Melvin, agricultural engineering 
Extension agent and professor at Iowa 
State University. 
"I don't look for the Ogallala aquifer 
to dry up in 20 years. If that is what we 
are expecting, we better not hold our 
breath. As energy gets more expensive, 
we will see more conservative use of 
water." 
Energy costs of irrigation are studied 
by students in Carl Anderson's irriga-
tion engineering class at Iowa State. 
Anderson says the students assume 
water is being pumped from a shallow 
well (i.e., river bottom) using a center-
pivot irrigator. The average cost of sup-
plying one foot of water is $30 an acre. 
Most irrigation systems will use 
between 1,000 and 3,500 kilowatts an 
hour for every acre being irrigated, 
Anderson says. Even a surface unit ir-
rigator, which is in the lower energy 
range, requires initial energy to smooth 
the fields to lay the pipe. 
Major ground water decline areas in the United States. 
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With the f~lling water tables and ris-
ing energy costs, what will happen to 
agriculture? 
THE EFFECTS NATIONALLY 
"Adjustments in U.S. agricultural pro-
duction because of declining ground-
water levels will not occur abruptly. 
Even the rapid rise in energy prices 
since 1973 has failed to stem produc-
tion of ground-water irrigated crops. 
Ground-water irrigation has been in-
creasing, despite declining water levels 
and increased energy prices," Sloggett 
says. 
A shortage of cheap 
water rather than a 
water shortage will 
end massive irriga-
tion of the Plains. 
When the time comes for drastic ad-
justments in irrigation use, Sloggett 
says he sees farmers having to choose 
between three alternatives: either grow-
ing the same crop under dryland condi-
tions, shifting to a different crop that 
can be grown with available natural 
moisture, or going out of crop produc-
tion. 
Dryland farming is a feasible alter-
native for corn farmers in much of 
Nebraska, cotton and grain sorghum 
farmers in much of Texas, and wheat 
farmers in all but Arizona and California, 
Sloggett says. Nearly all of the corn and 
alfalfa grown in ground-water irrigated 
states, except Nebraska, would not be 
grown at all. 
There will definitely be a shift away 
from irrigated corn, Melvin says. This 
shift should affect the grain market, 
because 20 percent of the corn acres 
harvested in the United States is 
harvested from areas of declining 
ground-water. He says alternatives to 
corn are cotton, which shows a higher 
return per acre; or grain sorghum, which 
requires less water for growth. 
Agriculture production in the Ogallala 
zone specifically is predicted to decline 
significantly by the year 2000, resear-
chers in CARD report 98 say. This will 
result in adverse effects on farm income 
and economic activity in the area. 
Increased irrigation in the aquifer's 
zone has benefitted agribusiness firms 
and services in general by expanding 
production, and thus increasing de-
mand for farm products. A decrease in 
production, the Iowa State researchers 
say, would not only affect the Ogallala 
region, but would also affect other com-
peting agriculture regions. 
THE EFFECTS IN IOWA 
Irrigation in Iowa has not felt the ef-
fects of a water shortage, says Thomas 
Glanville, Extension water specialist at 
Iowa State. The major reason for this 
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water prosperity is an average of 32 in-
ches of annual rainfall a year. Further-
more, the state requires a pumping per-
mit for anyone using more than 5,000 
gallons of water a day, and the permits 
must be renewed every year. 
However, Glanville says, if the 
number of permits issued each year 
continues to rise, Iowa will have to take 
a closer look at its water sources. 
"Irrigation hasn't hurt Iowa yet, but as 
we use more and more water, I suspect 
we'll have to make some agreements, 
expecially with Missouri River rights." 
The transportation of Missouri River 
water to dry lands has been proposed by 
the Army Corps of Engineers, but the 
idea is opposed by states south of Iowa, 
who say this will lower the river level for 
their use. 
"It's the same old question of who 
owns the water," Glanville says. 
What is being done nationally to solve 
the irrigation problem? 
SOLUTIONS 
Declining ground-water levels in the 
Ogallala region have sparked several 
ideas aimed at prolonging the useful life 
of the aquifer for irrigation and finding 
alternative sources of water. Resear-
chers in CARD Report 98 list several of 
the efforts being made. 
1. Ground-water conservation 
districts have been formed in several 
states to increase awareness of the 
issue, increase irrigation efficiency, and 
limit well interference. Nebraska has 
even placed limits on total withdrawals. 
2. Independent studies are being 
done to project the amount of land ir-
rigated and assess impacts upon other 
areas of the economy. 
3. The Bureau of Reclamation has 
completed a study investigating the 
possibilities of importing water into the 
region from the Mississippi Delta. 
In areas outside of the Ogallala ef-
forts are also being made to minimize 
ground-water depletion. California is 
currently transferring surface water into 
some of its ground-water decline areas, 
Sloggett says. An Arizona project is also 
under construction to divert Colorado 
river water for irrigation and municipal 
use. 
However, Sloggett and other resear-
chers are quick to point out that, thus 
far, declining ground-water levels will 
continue in most states until less water 
is used that is being replenished. 
Energy is the factor which will slow this 
draining of the aquifers, they say. In 
short, substantial price increases for 
agriculture products will be necessary 
to offset the rising cost of energy re-
quired for irrigation. • 
Area assumed to derive groundwater from the Ogallala 
Aquifer. 
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JONATHON, Red and Golden Delicious, Mcintosh and Golden 
Bush apples are being harvested at 
The Winterset Apple Orchard, located 
between St. Charles and Winterset, 
Iowa. 
The orchard is owned and operated by 
Merl Aller, Randy Keough and Raymond 
Ethell. According to Ethell , "By raising 
your own fruit or by purchasing it from 
an orchard, you gain freshness and 
flavor store-bought produce can 't mat-
ch. 
"There's a lot to managing an or-
chard. The first thing you need is land 
that has a combination of several soil 
types, and good water and air drainage. 
"If the water doesn't drain, the tree 
will get 'wet feet' and the roots will rot. 
To obtain air drainage, surrounding 
trees must be removed to prevent air 
pockets. Air pockets are areas of trap-
ped air which can delay the blooming 
and ripening of fruit. 
The main problems orchard managers 
deal with are hail, frost, strong winds, 
mites and fungi. Other problems are rab-
bits and mice eating bark from the base 
of the trees during the winter,gophers, 
and rutting deer breaking and killing 
young trees. 
Mites and fungi are the ~ardest to 
control. For a good crop, orchards are 
sprayed at night when the air is calm 
and damp. "Spraying 55 acres, 17 times 
this season cost $16,000," Ethel I said. 
The apples are ready to harvest when, 
by rolling the apple in the cup of your 
hand, the fruit separates naturally from 
the tree. " If you pull the apple from the 
tree, you are likely to pull off next year's 
bud with the apple," Ethell said. "When 
picking any fruit, if you leave the stem 
on, it will keep longer." • 
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Youth Discuss 
Future of Beef Industry 
16 
Men and women from nearly every junior breed in the country 
met at the Youth Beef Industry Congress and discussed their 
ideas on the future of the beef industry. 
---John Houston, President of the National 
Livestock and Meat Board emphasized 
the marketing of beef, and said the meat 
board's primary objective Is to "build 
bigger demands for red meat." 
by Dave Scott 
IT had been a somewhat long drive and, for the first of December, was a fairly 
warm evening in the mile high city. It 
seemed that Denver was somehow 
oblivious to the lower temperatures and 
gusty winds that some of the lower 
altitude Colorado cities were experienc-
ing. 
As I stepped out of the car in front of 
the hotel, a huge sign read, "Welcome 
to the YBIC Forum." I then knew we 
were expected by someone. After 
unloading the luggage and registering, 
the rest of the board of directors for the 
American Junior Shorthorn Association 
and I met a lot of new people. There 
were young men and women from all 
over the United States, and each of 
them had at least one thing in common--
they were all cattlemen and officers for 
their respective breed or cattle associa-
tions. 
The Youth Beef Industry Congress 
was officially underway. Designed and 
sponsored by the National Cattleman's 
Association and the American Junior 
Horned Hereford Association, the event 
was the first of its kind. From December 
4-6, 1982, these young men and women 
from nearly every junior breed and com-
mercial assocation in the country were 
to meet and discuss their ideas on the 
future of the beef industry, as well as 
listen to a number of highly qualified 
speakers discuss ideas concerning the 
future of beef production. 
The next three days proved to be 
highly educational and thought provok-
ing. During the course of the event we 
listened to speakers such as Dr. W. T. 
Berry, Jr., Executive Vice President of 
the National Cattleman's Association; 
John Houston, President, National 
Livestock and Meat Board; Tom Cook, 
NCA Asssociate Director for Govern-
ment Affairs; and Mary McGinley, Food 
Service Specialist, National Livestock 
and Meat Board. 
Dr. Berry spoke on "The Scope, Struc-
ture and Challenges of the Beef Cattle 
Industry." Dr. Berry commented, "the 
beef industry will have to go in that 
direction as to compete successfully 
with the sheep, pork and poultry in-
dustry," because these other produc-
tion areas are putting pressure on beef 
producers' profits. 
John Houston of the National Meat 
Board was the speaker for a breakfast 
midway through the congress. His em· 
phasis was placed on marketing beef to 
the United States and other countries. 
He said, "The overall meat board objec-
tives are to build bigger demands for red 
mAat_" 
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Tom Cook commented on research 
and governmental effects on the cattle 
industry. Cook, at one point in his 
speech, commented that representation 
of the NCA in Washington is necessary 
to keep the government out of the beef 
industry, instead of in it. Furthermore, 
he said , for 25 years there hasn't been a 
major research breakthrough in the cat-
tle industry. This is causing concern on 
the part of the NCA and businessmen in 
the cattle industry. 
Perhaps one of the most interesting 
demonstrations was given by Mary 
McGinley on beef promotion, consumer 
relations and merchandising. Her slide 
show explained how the Meat Board is 
taking extra steps in promoting 
America's beef, as well as the other 
meat products of today's markets, such 
as the new Beef-In-A-Bag product and 
the new processed steaks. She also 
discussed the idea that today's con-
sumers have been fooled into thinking 
animal fat (in particular, beef fat) is a ma-
jor cause of cholesterol-related heart 
diseases and heart attacks. 
A conference with all listening and no 
participating can tend to get a little 
monotonous, so we had a chance to par-
ticipate in an "Idea Forum." The Idea 
Forum is an entertaining, educational 
and competitive event which tests com-
petitors' knowledge of current topics 
which are important to or controversial 
in the livestock industry. Since it was a 
contest, the better answers were scored 
with higher points. The team with the 
most points at the finish of all the 
rounds was the winner. Such topics as: 
"What is the most important thing we 
can do to get young people interested in 
leadership in the livestock industry?" 
and "Will changes in the USDA Beef 
Grading Standards affect the cattle 
business?" were discussed. Each in-
dividual had a chance to elaborate his or 
her ideas on at least one of the 11 topics 
allowing room for much brainstorming. 
This proved to be a beneficial learning 
and speaking experience for the youth 
directors. 
As the congress came to a close, four 
young men and women were given a 
chance to share wisdom they acquired 
as president of their respective breed 
associations by giving speeches on dif-
ferent topics of the cattle industry. This 
"Junior Leader Panel" proved to be 
helpful in learning some of the 
likenesses and differences among the 
Polled Hereford, Angus, Hereford and 
Shorthorn Junior Associations. 
In short, aside from a surprising false 
fire alarm the first night, the first Youth 
Beef Industry Congress proved to be 
not only an educational and leadership 
experience, but also a promotional and 
social event. All of us involved had a 
chance to sit back and realize that we as 
future cattle producers are "in the same 
boat together." We need to do 
everything we can as an industry of 
youth to keep it growing for a more pro-
fitable future for everyone. • 
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The Youth Beef Industry Congress united youth leaders of 
national breed and state cattle organizations with their pro-
fessional counterparts. Bob Bliss, left, a Texas cattleman, 
and Dub Berry, right, National Cattlemans Assoc. Executive 
V.P., were among speakers discussing developments in the 
beef industry. 
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She Digs Pigs 
by Laurie Ray 
I T'S chore time. At the crack of dawn, attired in bib overalls and a pair of five-buckle overshoes, this hog farmer heads 
out the front door toward the farrowing house to begin the 
morning chores. 
It just so happens that this isn't the typical hog farmer. 
Since childhood, Karen Maynes, of rural Creston, Iowa, and a 
1981 graduate of Iowa State University, has had a dream of 
hog farming on her own. And now, because of hard work and 
determination to do her own thing, it's a wish come true. 
Maynes, grinning, admits hog farming calls for dedication 
and hard work to bring home the bacon. 
She's a natural when it comes to hog farming. Maynes 
recalls going out to feed and care for the hogs when she was 
only 8 years old, along with her ten-year-old sister, Kim. 
Although Maynes decided as a college freshman that she 
was going to be a hog farmer, it took some time and effort for 
her to convince her family of this fact. 
"My dad told me I was nuts, and my brothers told me I was 
crazy," Maynes says. 
"I owe it all to my father and brothers, though. If it wouldn't 
have been for them I wouldn't have been able to get started 
as easily." 
Like Maynes, other women are helping to pave a new path 
within the field of agriculture. 
Women are now playing a bigger part in this field as their 
roles continue to change from a housewife, parent and 
mother, to a jack-of-all-trades. 
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In a recent issue of the " Farm Journal Magazine," Frances 
Hill of the University of Texas said, "Our attitudes about work 
by women have changed. It used to be considered 
unfeminine, unwomanly, to be found working. Women, of 
course, always did work, but they had to hide the fact they 
were doing it," he said. 
Maynes says, "I like hog farming because it's a challenge. 
You've got to be dedicated to do this kind of work, or you may 
as well forget it." 
"It was considered unfeminine and a slur on their 
husbands' capacity to support the family if women in urban 
America were found to be working," Hill explained. 
"Now that's changed. All the role models for women 
presented through television or the mass media are working, 
career women," Hill said. 
" What we have today is a sorting out of the artificial 
feminity of the 1950s, a Doris Day syndrome, in which 
farmers tried to put their wives in the house like suburban 
princesses and out of the labor side of farming. This was 
their sign of acculturation into the upper middle class," he 
said. 
" I'm not hog farming to support the ERA, I'm doing it 
because I like it," Maynes says. 
"I think the younger generation of farm women today are 
on the farm because they want to be. They're proud of their 
occupation and want to be involved in it," Hill said. 
Prior to graduation from ISU, Maynes received a job offer 
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from a seed corn company. Maynes says it was a job offer 
most people wouldn't turn down. 
"But I decided I wanted to be my own boss, set my own 
hours, and work my own pace," Maynes says. 
Maynes credits much of her success to the knowledge 
she's gained from her father, Harold. The Maynes family 
owns 800 acres of land and rents 800, which consists of corn 
and soybean rotation, along with some pasture and hay land. 
She and her brothers Paul, 21, Arnold, 19, and Lyle, 16, and 
her brother-in-law, Pete Brantner, raise 100 sows. 
At the present time Karen owns 40 of the 100 sows, along 
with Arnold and Lyle. The sows farrow two-and-a-half times a 
year, with an average weaning of 19 pigs per sow. 
Due to the economic situation, she and her brothers don't 
plan to expand their present operation much over the next 
two years. 
"I think the next two years will be a rough time for farmers. 
The only way for hog farmers to go is to sell their hogs by 
I decided 
own boss. 
wanted to be my 
contract or contract corn and soybean meal for the future 
from 6 to 8 months. 
She contracts hogs out at 220 pounds. She watches the 
futures market carefully, and contacts the local outlets to 
determine who will give her the best price for any given day. 
It costs Maynes $28.38 a head to produce a feeder pig up to 
40 pounds at nine weeks, and farrow to finish runs approx-
imately $69.68 per head, with weights reaching 220 pounds. 
The Maynes' purchase their hogs through Nebraska Ac-
credited SPF (Specific Pathogen Free) Stock. 
"These hogs come from disease free herds, and our goal is 
to keep them as clean as possible," she says. 
"We're not certified SPF, but we like to think we're the 
same." 
Maynes says she feels it a necessity for an operator to run 
the majority of his or h13r operation today. 
"The key to survival in the 1980s for a farmer just starting 
out will be dedication, good use of best management prac-
tices, hard work and common sense." 
Someday, Maynes plans to manage a place of her own, but 
she plans to raise purebred Durocs and sell breeding stock. 
Her present goals include continuing to do most of her own 
veterinary work, flush her sows two to three weeks prior to 
their breeding period, increase litter sizes and increase the 
rate of gain of her present herd. 
On a cold, wet morning Karen cleans out the hog waterer. 
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Karen and Ponch make their last round in the farrowing 
house to make sure all the sows and piglets are safe and 
sound. 
She keeps a detailed litter record of each pig born. These 
records list the individual pig number, pen number, litter 
number, farrowing date, number born and alive from each lit-
ter, birth weight, date weaned and additional information of 
interest to prospective buyers. 
"The details are important and may make or break a farmer 
today. A farmer today must spend more time making finan-
cial decisions that require statistics on feed, rate of gain, lit-
ter sizes and efficency," Maynes says. 
The farrowing house is completely cleaned between each 
batch of hogs and is left vacant for about three weeks to pre-
vent disease. 
"You can never be too clean around hogs," she says. 
"Hogs are interesting and inquisitive little characters. I 
just love to sit back and watch them. They're so cute," she 
says. 
"We play the radio to keep them from becoming spooked. 
They listen to rock and roll 24 hours a day, but they aren't 
dancing yet." 
What does Karen do with her free time? You may find her 
painting ceramics, helping her father at his real estate office, 
tending her garden, jogging, or in the farrowing house lean-
ing up against a post along with her dog, Panch, watching her 
hogs. 
"As for Panch, we work together. He's my little hired boy." 
There's more than one way to rake in the money and 
Maynes is confident she's made the correct career choice 
"It doesn't matter if the hog market is down the tubes, it's 
important to keep a positive attitude, and I know I won't b~ 
happy without my hogs." • 
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by Julie Stephens 
W ANTED: Hard working students to get up at 5 a.m. to walk through wet corn and soybean fields looking for 
insects. Must contend with dogs, barbed wire and 
bee stings. Must not be allergic to corn and weed pollens. 12 
hours in the hot sun, Monday through Friday, mid-May 
through August. Minimum wage. Apply at the Integrated Pest 
Management office, 105 Bessey Hall , Iowa State University, 
Ames, Iowa 50011. 
Every summer, Iowa State University Extension's In-
tegrated Pest Management (IPM) program hires students to 
monitor fields and scout for crop conditions and crop pests 
such as weeds, insects, and diseases. Field scouting is a 
vital part of the IPM program, providing statewide data on 
crop and field conditions for analysis by ISU Extension per-
sonnel. The scouts also provide important information to the 
farmers whose fields they scout. Over 15,000 acres are 
scouted each year in the 12 Extension areas around the state. 
Each scout monitors between 1,000 and 1,500 acres of corn, 
soybeans and alfalfa each week. 
Why would anyone want a job like this? Jerry DeWitt, Ex-
tension coordinator of the program, says he thinks most 
students take the job because it appeals to them rather than 
because it may open career doors. Students can work in an 
atmosphere where they are free to do their work without 
supervision. Many of those who apply are from a farm 
background and are comfortable working outdors all summer 
long. "And they are good at it,' ' DeWitt says. 
Carol Mcclurg, a senior in agronomy and pest manage-
ment at ISU agrees. "It's a lot of responsibility. There isn't 
anybody looking over your shoulder all the time. " 
Mcclurg says she applied to be a field scout because she 
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Carol McClurg fills out a report while scouting a corn field, 
one of the important parts of Integrated pest management. 
had just changed her major to agronomy and wanted to know 
if that was what she wanted to do for the rest of her college 
career. She also felt her background in crop production was 
lacking in practical experience. McClurg added a secondary 
major in pest management after her first summer of field 
scouting. 
"You can fearn a lot from classes, but I learned the most in 
the fields, and I have on-the-job experience to give me a good 
background,'' she says. 
DeWitt says the experience students gain in the field and 
exposure to many people working in the agriculture 
businesses are other reasons for taking the job. Exposure to 
the ISU Extension service and working with area and univer-
sity Extension specialists could be another drawing factor. 
McClurg scouted in the summer of 1981 for the Roland-
Nevada Cooperative, and worked this past summer as the 
campus intern for the IPM program. 
Why does ISU hire students? 
"Cheap labor,'' DeWitt says jokingly. But he continues 
seriously that ISU hires students because they are the best 
trained and most capable of doing work that requires long, 
hot days in the field , walking miles every day. 
Although some firms hire high school students, he says 
ISU prefers college students because the type of experience 
students get in the field parallels what they are learning in 
the classroom, and they get hands-on experience to compli-
ment their class work. 
There is also a market for students trained in pest manage-
ment for summer jobs in private industry. With 16 crop con-
sultants in the state and 30 or more cooperatives and in-
dependent dealers offering scouting services, DeWitt says 
the need can 't be met. 
Students can receive credit, perhaps as an independent 
study, but generally, most do not. DeWitt says they are will-
ing to work with students to meet class requirements by 
monitoring their work if the students need it. 
Iowa State looks for students who have an agricultural 
background, whether they lived and worked on a farm, and 
have course work in crop protection and crop production. 
They also look for someone who is familar with farming and 
farming concepts in Iowa. 
"We'd like to have a student that has a broad background 
in agronomy, crop physiology, pest management, weed iden-
tification, and entomology. We don't find those kinds of 
students. They're called 'experts'," DeWitt says. 
But these qualifications aren 't etched in stone. DeWitt 
says one of the better scouts he's hired was a second-year 
nursing student from the University of Iowa. She had a farm 
background, but no course work in agriculture. 
During interviews, DeWitt says he will ask questions about 
farming, but he is really looking for someone who is capable 
of getting up at five in the morning and working 12 hours 
under strenuous conditions and still do a good job. 
"We're looking for thinkers, people who will make the right 
decisions under strenuous conditions," DeWitt says. 
If a student is interested in this kind of summer job, 
whether with a private industry or with Iowa State, DeWitt 
says he or she should start looking in January. Generally, a 
scout should have access to an automobile, be in fairly good 
physical condition, have no allergies to pollens, and, as 
DeWitt says, have "an awful lot of drive." 
McClurg says she knew the job would be difficult, but she 
wasn't expecting it to be a hard as it was. 
Would she recommend the job to other students? 
"Only if they are serious about learning about crop produc-
tion, are responsible, are tolerant to heat, and are not allergic 
to corn and weed pollens." 
" You need a lot of will power to get out in the hot sun in the 
middle of July. But for anyone who's all of the above, it's a 
good experience to learn what you can 't pick up in the 
classroom." • 
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AG COUNCIL 
Iowa State's Agriculture Council is 
made up of representatives for the stu-
dent clubs in the College of Agriculture. 
The student representatives coordinate 
meetings for ag clubs, plan college-
wide activities and take part in college 
planning. This fall, the Council spon-
sored freshman welcome activities 
before classes started, and held a steak 
fry for representatives and the club 
faculty advisors. Ag Council also spon-
sors the Ag Student-Professor Get 
Together and Spring Fling. It takes part 
in Career Day in the fall and Veishea in 
the spring. The Council has a voice on 
academic advising and curriculum com-
mittees. 
To promote the college and the pro-
fession of agriculture, the Council sells 
caps. For more information regarding 
Ag Council activities and opportunities, 
contact your club's representative. 
Ag Council--students working for 
students. 
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Animal Rights: 
A closer look 
at an improved situation 
=====================================··====================~ 
BY Deb Dolan 
THE controversy over the use of animals in laboratory experiments 
on the Iowa State campus has 
died down considerably since the begin-
ning of the animal rights movement in 
the 1960s, partly because animals are 
now better protected. 
Public pressure and extensive legisla-
tion have been the prime motivators for 
changes in the experimental use of 
animals, Dr. Ronald Flatt, professor of 
the ISU Veterinary College, says. 
The 1960s was a time of unrest and 
change throughout the United States, 
expecially on college campuses. During 
this time of draft resistance, en-
vironmentalism, feminism, and anti· 
racism, the animal rights movement 
emerged hardly noticed among these 
larger movements. 
The animal rights movement appeal-
ed not only to young people, but to 
various cultural and age groups. Those 
with a sensitivity toward non-human 
animals joined. 
Like any other movement, the animal 
rights movement attracted enemies. 
Not "animal-haters," as portrayed by 
some of the supporters, but practical 
businessmen, farmers and researchers 
who saw the animal welfare advocates 
as "soft-headed sentimentalists." 
In 1966 the Animal Welfare Act was 
passed with the purpose of insuring 
humane treatment of animals in resear-
ch, and in city pounds and animal 
shelters. This did not satisfy the animal 
rights advocates and the controversy 
raged on. Amendments to the act were 
passed in 1970, 1976, and 1979. 
Books like Stanley and Roslind 
Godlovitch's "Animals, Men and 
Morals"(1972) and Peter Singer's 
"Animal Liberation"(1975) were written 
to raise the consciousness of 
Americans to common animal 
atrocities. Organizations like the Socie-
ty for Animal Rights, The Fund for 
Animals, Inc. and the Animal Welfare 
League were formed to further the 
movement and add fuel to the fire. 
One of the main targets of the animal 
rights movement was the indiscriminate 
use of live animals for research. In his 
book, Singer argues the "experiments 
serving no direct and urgent purpose 
Although the anlmal rights controversy seems to be dying 
down recently In the laboratory, advocates are placing more 
and more pressure on animal productlon--speclflcally con· 
flnement. 
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should stop immediately and in the re-
maining areas of research, methods in-
volving animals should be replaced as 
soon as possible by alternative methods 
not involving animals." 
Singer asserts that, at the time he 
wrote his book, numerous experiments 
inflicting extreme suffering on lab 
animals with no benefits to humanity 
could too easily be found. 
A considerable amount of animal 
research is done in Ames at both the Na-
tional Disease Laboratory and the ISU 
Veterinary College. 
Flatt is a member of the University 
Laboratory Animal Facilities Committee 
which was formed to insure that the 
specific regulations of the Animal 
Welfare Act and its amendments are 
carried out. 
The regulations of the act are very ex-
tensive. They involve pages of stan-
dards regarding animal housing, health 
and treatment during and after ex-
perimentation, and the acquisition of 
animals. The duties of the committee 
are to inspect ISU facilities and to 
review proposed research projects to 
make sure relief of pain is insured, and 
proper and human methods of killing 
the animals are used, Flatt says. 
The rare exceptions when an 
anesthetic or painkiller is not used dur-
ing an experiment occur "maybe once 
or twice a year" and the committee 
"looks at those cases very carefully" 
before giving approval, he says. Written 
justification of the absence of a 
painkiller must be made by the ex-
perimenter or instructor and given to 
Flatt. Flatt, as the attending veterinarian 
for the university, must give a written 
explanation to the USDA. Only then may 
the experiment or teaching exercise be 
done. 
An example of when a painkiller can-
not be used is when teaching vet 
students the effects of a poison like 
strychnine. While under anesthetic, an 
injected dog would not convulse, an im-
portant symptom of strychnine poison-
ing, and the students would not learn 
the poison's full effects. 
Dr. George Beran, a professor at the 
Vet College, says he thinks the laws 
passed since the 1960s have greatly im-
proved the plight of laboratory animals. 
"I feel these laws have really helped a 
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great deal, " he says. "The lab animals 
fall under this act in a very significant 
way and we have very good regulations 
and control of lab animal use here." 
Beran says the animal rights move-
ment is a broad coalition of many dif-
ferent kinds of people with many dif· 
ferent goals. Most people, himself in-
cluded, believe that the use of animals 
should be as humane as possible. 
Beran's interest in the animal rights 
movement is representative of the 
changing attitudes among researchers 
and teachers at Iowa State over the 
years. He periodically lectures on cam-
pus about animal rights and a course is 
offered at the college on animal welfare, 
taught by Flatt. 
Students and outside pressure seem 
to have been the key factors for making 
changes, according to both Flatt and 
Beran. Because of changing student-
teacher relationships, students feel 
freer now than in the past to question 
the morality of an experiment, Beran 
says. This in turn forces the teacher to 
take a serious look at the lab experiment 
and to change or abandon it, Flatt says. 
One recent change is the substitution 
of videotapes for actual animal use. In-
stead of demonstrating the effects of 
strychnine for each class, a videotape is 
used. 
Public scrutiny of the use of animals 
has also been a factor in changing prac-
tices, Flatt says. 
"We are always under suspicion," he 
says. " Especially when it comes to how 
we get our cats and dogs for lab use. 
That's a very sensitive issue even to-
day." 
The vet school gets most of its lab 
animals from small-town dog pounds 
and shelters, although if there is a shor-
tage of animals they will also buy 
animals from federally licensed dealers 
and from the city of Des Moines dog 
pounds, Flatt says. 
The college uses dogs primarily for 
experiments and labs, but also uses 
cats, rats, rabbits, mice and other 
rodents. About 800 animals are used 
yearly with 90 percent of those used for 
teaching anatomy, physiology and 
surgery and the rest used for research. 
Last December, there was a flare-up 
of the animals rights controversy when 
the college had a shortage of dogs for 
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Ronald Flatt, Iowa State University Veterinary professor, is a 
member of a committee which Inspects ISU laboratory 
facilities and reviews proposed animal research projects to 
make sure relief of pain and proper and humane methods of 
killing the animals are Insured. Flatt says the ISU facilities 
and animal care programs are superior to those of the 
humane societies. 
lab use and contacted the Des Moines 
pounds for the needed dogs. Before Ju-
ly of 1981, the Polk County Board of 
Supervisors always sent their county's 
strays to the Des Moines' pounds. In an 
effort to save money, the board signed a 
contract last summer with the Animal 
Rescue League to send dogs to the 
league which does not release animals 
for experimentation, Jack Bishop of the 
board says. 
Flatt says the college could not get 
enough dogs from Des Moines because 
of Polk County's contract with the 
league. He requested that the Polk 
County animals be sent to ISU. The 
Animal Rescue League refused to com-
ply with his request. 
According to a state law, any publicly 
funded animal pound must turn over its 
strays to any certified institution that re-
quests them. Under this law, the con-
tract signed between the Polk County 
Board of Supervisors and the Animal 
Rescue League is not valid, an attorney 
told Flatt. 
As of now, nothing has been resolved 
about the animal acquisition rights of 
the ISU vet school, Flatt says. The 
school was forced to buy the needed 
animals from a dealer at a cost of $1,500. 
He has invited the league and the board 
to see the ISU facilities but has gotten 
no response, he says. 
Bishop says there has been "no deci-
sion as of yet" about what action to 
take. 
Despite this recent incident, Flatt 
believes most of the controversy of the 
movement is past. 
"Some of the real strong objections 
of the 1930s and '40s by humane 
societies and other organizations have 
been overcome," he says. "Our 
facilities and animal care programs are 
now superior to those of the humane 
societies. City pounds kill their animals 
sometimes within five or seven days, 
but we get them healthy, keep them in 
better surroundings and give them an 
extension of their lives." 
Although the controversy over the 
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Common ground has been reached recently between those 
people who wanted an end to all forms of animal experimen· 
talion and those people who wanted no restrictions on their 
scientific research. 
use of research animals appears to be 
dying down as animals in labs are 
treated better, the same cannot be said 
for other areas of the animal rights 
movement, particularly in animal pro· 
duction. Animal rights advocates are 
still fighting industrial farming corpora· 
tions for changes in animal confine· 
ment and slaughtering methods. 
Flatt and Beran say a common ground 
-has been reached between the two ex· 
treme positions of the animal rights 
movements in the 1960s. Those who 
wanted an end of all forms of animal ex· 
perimentation and those who wanted no 
restrictions on their scientific research 
have modified their arguments to 
enable a workable compromise to be 
developed. 
Author Singer wrote that he 
distrusted the "changes" the experts 
said they made because they had a 
vested interest in the continuation of 
animal research regardless of its value. 
Flatt says that some unnecessary ex· 
periments are still done in the United 
States which are of no value other than 
for the publication of a paper or thesis, 
but he says there is a "real trend" to 
discontinue this practice. This trend is 
supported by veterinarians who 
"wouldn't be in this business if we 
didn't care for animals." 
As Flatt puts it, "We've come a long 
way and we've still got quite a way we 
can go." • 
The Animal Welfare Act involves pages of standards regar· 
ding animal housing, health and treatment during and after 
experimentation, and the aquistition of animals. 
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SALT research in processed tneats 
by Theresa Danner 
THROUGHOUT history is has been an important com-modity. It has been used for money, traded ounce for 
ounce for gold, and even caused wars. That commodity 
is salt--common everyday table salt. Today salt is still in the 
limelight, but this time as a possible health threat. 
At Iowa State, meat science professors are concerned 
about salt levels in food, particularly meats. The meat in-
dustry is the largest user of salt in commercial processing. 
Dr. Dennis Olson, ISU meat science professor, is conducting 
research to lower salt levels and find alternatives for salt so 
that the meat industry will be less dependent on salt. 
The concern over the use of salt is that excess salt, or 
rather the sodium in salt, has been linked to elevated blood 
pressure and kidney stress in some people. According to Dr. 
John Hathcock, ISU nutritionist, high blood pressure in turn 
contributes to coronary heart diseases, the number one killer 
in the United States. 
The average American consumes about 10 grams or 2 1 /2 
teaspoons of sodium chloride each day, more than 20 times 
the nutritional requirement, according to a report of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences Food and Nutrition Board. The 
body only requires 1 /8 teaspoon or 1 /2 gram of salt each day. 
Olson has been conducting research to determine the ef-
fects of reducing salt levels in meat products without 
adversely affecting quality or taste. 
Olson is working exclusively with processed meats, which 
he defines as all products that have salt in them. Olson and 
his research assistant, Marcia King, a meat science graduate 
student, conducted research on ham and bacon. Olson also 
has worked with bologna and plans to do more research on 
Polish sausage, fresh pork sausage and dry sausages. 
" With all products we can reduce the salt level 20 percent 
without any major change in the product," Olson says. He 
adds that a 40 percent reduction presents problems. 
A certain amount of salt is required in processed meats to 
improve flavor, to inhibit bacterial growth, and in some pro-
ducts, such as frankfurters, to aid in breaking up protein. The 
latter is necessary to produce an emulsion, which coats fat 
particles with the protein. Salt also increases the water bin-
ding ability of the product, thereby adding juiciness. 
In their research, Olson and King are trying to find the 
lowest levels of salt needed to accomplish these functions. 
" Most (meat) products contain 2 1/2 to 3 percent sodium 
chloride at the time of consumption," Olson says. In the ham 
project King processed meat with 2 1 /2, 2 and 1 1 /2 percent 
levels of salt. The bacon project used levels of 1 1 /2, 1.2 and 
.9 percent levels of salt. 
After processing and smoking, both the ham and bacon 
were placed under grocery display conditions. They were 
tested weekly for 10 weeks for microbiological counts, 
residual nitrites, color and salt level, as well as moisture, fat 
and protein content. 
Additionally, King says taste panels sampled the product 
for flavor, tenderness, juiciness and overall palatability. 
Results of the tests on the ham showed the 2 percent com-
paring closely to the control 2 1 /2 percent. However, there 
was a significant difference between the 1 1 /2 percent level. 
" The 2 percent looks feasible, but the 1 1 /2 percent 
doesn't look that good," King says. 
The results of the bacon tests were similar. There was little 
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difference between the control 1 1 /2 percent and the 1.2 
level, but there was a difference in the .9 level. 
"It looks like it would be possible to lower it (salt level) to 
1.2, but more studies are needed," King says. She adds that 
".9 percent is not recommended." 
While King says that none of the products were found 
undesirable by the taste panels, the higher salt levels were 
liked to a greater extent. 
King 's research is funded by the American Meat Institute 
(AMI) which is an organization of meat processors. 
Olson has received funding over the last five years from 
the National Pork Producers Council and the Nebraska 
Agricultural Experiment Station as well as the AMI. Olson 
started his research while teaching at the University of 
Nebraska. He has continued his research since coming to 
Iowa State in 1980. (Continued on p. 26) 
Dennis Olson, Iowa State University meat science professor, 
is researching the possibility of lowering salt levers in the 
processed meat Industry. 
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SALT (Continued from p. 25) 
In past research , Olson experimented with salt 
substitutes. " Potassium chloride is really the only one that 
has a possibility," Olson says. He adds that potassium 
chloride has a bitter taste if too high levels are used. A com-
bination of sodium chloride and potassium chloride seems 
to work best, he says. 
Most salt substitutes available to the public are made of 
potassium chloride. 
Olson says that the information gathered will be made 
available to meat processors so " when the industry decides 
to attempt to reduce, they have some guidelines to go on and 
will know what to expect." 
With the data already acquired, Olson and King both feel 
that a reduction of salt in processed meats is feasible. Fur-
thermore, Olson thinks that potassium chloride could be us-
ed as a substitute for salt in processed meats. 
Olson says interest in this area of research was heighten-
ed during the 1970s when reports indicated that nitrites 
could cause cancer. They are used as a preservative agent in 
meat processing. The meat industry was caught without any 
information on the subject when the nitrite issue was raised. 
He says he doesn't want that to happen again. 
Currently there is legislation to require the sodium and 
potassium content be marked on all processed and canned 
foods governed by the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act if the 
total exceeds 35 mg. There is also a large voluntary push to 
label the sodium content of canned goods. General Foods 
and Jewel Foods Stores are already doing this. 
While there is no current movement to restrict the use of 
salt in meat processing, Olson believes if this does occur, 
the industry will be prepared. • 
Consider A Career 
with 
Opportunities in Claims, Marketing, Underwriting and Engineering 
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Contact David O'Connor or Cheryl Berry 
GRINNELL MUTUAL REINSURANCE COMPANY 
1-80 at Hiway 146, Grinnell, IA Phone 515-236-6121 
CAREERS 
in sales & service 
With one of the leading AI Coopera-
tives in the industry. 
If you are: Over 20 years of age, 
Have good health, Have a farm back-
ground, Like to work with dairymen 
and ranchers and Are willing to work 
and learn-This can be a real oppor-
tunity for prosperity and security. 
Call or write for more information. 
Richard W obschall, Regional Sales Manager 
1002 3rd St. SW 
Airibault, MN 55021 Phone (507)334-5456 
The Results People 
ffilDWBST BR0000RS===== CCXJPeRATl\le 
SHAWANO, WISCONSIN 54166 
PHONE 526-2141 (AREA 715) ······~ 
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The Agricultural Club Directory 
A service to students and departmental clubs In the College of Agriculture. 
Ag Business Club--Open to all majors, but especially of in-
terest to ag business majors. Club activities include a fall 
pig roast, sponsoring Ag Career Days, the annual banquet, 
intramural teams, and regular meetings featuring guest 
speakers. For more information, contact Jo Toyne, 294-
4687. 
Ag Education Club--An organization serving the needs of 
ag education and ag Extension students. Contact Dr. 
Miller at 294-5872 for more information. Meetings are held 
the second Thursday of each month. 
Ag Mech Club--Contact Nick Gubser at 292-6928 for more 
information about this club. 
Block and Brldle--Contact Rick Powell at 294-6770 for 
more information regarding meetings and planned ac-
tivities. 
Farm Operations Club-Contact Ben Riensche at 292-3880 
in interested in more information about this club. 
International Agriculture Club--Open to international 
agriculture majors and any other interested students. Con-
tact Dr. J.T. Scott, 294-4866, or Ruth Alden, 232-5580, for 
more information. 
ISU Horticulture Club--Open to all interested persons, the 
ISU horticulture club serves to further the horticultural 
education and interests of its members. More information 
in room 106 of the Horticulture Building or contact Philip 
Hammer, 294-1771. 
NAMA (National Agrl·Marketlng Alsoclatlon)--Contact 
Kent Meyer at 292-9662 or Michelle Skala at 292-5404 for 
more information. 
The Agriculture Professional Directory 
A service to the students and faculty of the College of Agriculture and to those agribusinesses interested in Iowa. 
Feed Products: 
Kent Feeds, Inc., 1600 Oregon St., Muscatine, Iowa 52761, 
(319)264-4211, manufacturers and distributors of animal 
protein supplements and animal care products. 
Managerial Services: 
Career Specialist, Agricultural Division, 608 E. Kiracofe 
Ave., Elida, Ohio 45807, (419)339-1234, professional, 
technical and executive personnel search and recruiting for 
agribusiness and industry. 
AGRl-associates, Inc., 1606 Brady Street, Davenport Iowa 
52803, (319)323-3677 professional, technical and executive 
personnel search and recruiting for agri-business and in-
dustry. 
General Agribusiness: 
Production Credit Association, 206 South 19th Street, 
Omaha, Nebraska 68102, (402)444-3466. 
Land-0-Lakes, Inc., 2827 Eight Avenue South, Fort Dodge, 
Iowa 50501, full range of agribusiness. 
Midwest Breeders Cooperative, Shawano, Wisconsin 54166 
Seed Products: 
Garst and Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., 615 Main, Coon Rapids, 
Agra Placements Ltd., 1200-35th St., Suite 210, West Iowa 50058. 
Towers Building, West Des Moines, Iowa 50265, 
(515)225-6562, serving agricultural clients since 1974. 
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Whal Reid do vou want to grow in 7 
Serving farmers is our business. We're a 
cooperative involved in many phases of 
agriculture including research, production, 
processing, marketing, sales 
and administration. The result 
has been good, solid growth, 
into one of the nation's largest 
cooperatives. 
We're looking for good 
people to grow with us. So if you have 
a degree in Animal Science, Agronomy, 
Ag Business, Food Science or Business 
Administration, write and tell 
us which of our fields you want 
to grow in. 
Land O'Lakes, Inc., Ag Ser-
vices, Fort Dodge.Iowa 50501. 
••Trademark of Land O'Lakes, Inc. 
